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Abstract
In a plasma immersed in a uniform magnetic field and an electrostatic wave propagat-
ing perpendicular to the magnetic field, regions of the charged particle phase space
become stochastic as the amplitude of the wave increases above a certain thresh-
old. This thesis studies the development of such stochastic regions when the wave
frequency is equal to or near a cyclotron harmonic. Two mechanisms underlie the
development of stochasticity, namely: Chirikov overlapping of phase space islands
and web stochasticity along the separatrices. Both analytical and numerical results
of each mechanism are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis addresses a particular aspect of intrinsic stochasticity in a magnetized
plasma. The system of interest is a charged particle in a constant magnetic field
and a plane electrostatic wave propagating at a right angles to the magnetic field.
In particular, we are interested in the growth of stochastic regions in phase space as
a result of an increase in the amplitude of the electrostatic wave of interest are the
following regimes:
* the frequency of the wave is exactly an integral multiple of the cyclotron fre-
quency of the particle (resonance case)
* the frequency of the wave is close to an integral multiple of the cyclotron fre-
quency (near-resonance case)
* the frequency of the wave is not close to an integral multiple of the cyclotron
frequency (off-resonance case)
1.1 Intrinsic Stochasticity in Plasma
In a plasma, the adiabatic orbits of charged particles can be destroyed by the non-
linearity in the coherent wave-particle interaction, and this may lead to stochastic
motion of the particles. Such stochasticity was given the term "intrinsic stochastic-
ity" because it depends on neither an external random force nor on statistical effects
9
like collisions.
The concept of intrinsic stochasticity appears in various aspects of plasma dynam-
ics. In the area of wave-particle interaction, intrinsic stochasticity was first treated
by Zaslavskii and Filonenko [1]. They considered the motion of a charged particle
trapped in two electrostatic waves with different phase velocities. Smith and Kauf-
man [2] then demonstrated that intrinsic stochasticity can also arise in a plasma in
a constant magnetic field and an electrostatic wave propagating at an angle to the
magnetic field. The latter system can be further classified into two cases:
* Oblique propagation - the angle between the electrostatic wave and the mag-
netic field is less than 90° .
* Perpendicular propagation - the angle between the electrostatic wave and the
magnetic field is exactly 900.
Both cases were studied in [3]. This thesis will focus on the case of perpendicular
propagation only.
For high harmonics (wave frequency > cyclotron frequency) in the perpendicular
propagation case, we can again be divided into two cases: resonance case and off-
resonance case. The former was treated by Fukuyaman et. al. [3, 4] and the latter
by Karney and Bers [5, 6, 7]. In either case, a stochastic layer will extend over part
of phase space when the wave amplitude exceed a certain threshold. In the high
harmonic off-resonance case, such stochastic layers were thought to be formed by
the overlap of neighboring phase space islands - what is usually called "Chirikov-
type of island loverlap". More recently, Zaslavski et. al. in an analysis of the low
harmonic on-resonance case, have shown a different type of stochasticity called "web
stochasticity" [8].
1.2 Significance of this Research
This study is interesting both theoretically and practically. Theoretically, stochastic
layers generally exist for perturbed Hamiltonian systems with degrees of freedom N
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> 2. [9] Later works [10, 11, 12, 131 demonstrated that with degeneracy, stochastic
layers can be found in a hamiltonian with N as small as 1. As we will see in chapter
2, the system we are interested in has 1 degrees of freedom. Hence, it is an example
of the simpliest hamiltonian system that will demonstrate stochasticity.
The practical application of this research lies in RF heating of high-temperature
plasma of interest to fusion energy generation. Web stochasticity is interesting in that
the stochastic region extends over a large region of phase space. Hence a particle can
diffuse along the stochastic web to a region with high action coordinates. Physically,
such diffusion means that particles can attain high energies and thus this may provide
a way of heating plasmas with electrostatic waves, coupled to and driven by high-
power external sources.
1.3 Organization of this thesis
In Chapter 2 we will derive the two Hamiltonians: one of them is the exact Hamilto-
nian which describes the complete motion, the other is an approximate Hamiltonian
which describes only the non-stochastic part of the motion.
In Chapter 3, we will focus on the behaviour of the non-stochastic Hamiltonian.
By analysing the behavior of the fixed points as we move away from a resonance, we
are able to define an off-resonance parameter which determines the position of islands
and separatrix in phase space.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 will both concentrate on the resonance case at high har-
monics. Chapter 4 will discuss the development of stochasticity along the separatrix
by a stochasticity criterion introduced by Zaslavsky[12]. While Chapter 5 will follow
the work of Fukuyama [3, 4] in which he applied the Chirikov overlap criterion to the
secondary islands in the system to predict the onset of stochasticity.
Chapter 6 display the numerical experiments to verify and study the results of
Chapter 3 to Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 will discuss the implications of this study and suggest directions of
future research.
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Appendix A provides background knowledge to a system known as the nonlinear
ocsillator which is a useful approximation to many systems in nonlinear dynamics,
including the system we are studying. Readers unfamiliar with nonlinear dynamics
might find it helpful to go through Appendix A before studying Chapter 4.
Appendix B, describes the properties of the unperturbed web Hamiltonian H,,
introduced in Chapter 4, and relates the results to that of the nonlinear oscillator.
Appendix C is a brief overview of the Chirikov overlap criterion used in Chapter
5.
Appendix D contains the source code of the numerical experiments conducted in
Chapter 6.
12
Chapter 2
Formulation of the Hamiltonians
The Hamiltonian of the system was derived in many different notations [3, 8, 5, 6].
The derivation below follows closely that of Ram. [14, 15].
2.1 Derivation of the exact Hamiltonian
2.1.1 Equations of motion
The system under consideration is the motion of a charged particle in a uniform
magnetic field (in z-direction) and acted upon by a electrostatic wave propagating
perpendicular to the magnetic field (in x-direction). In this case the equations of
motion are:
di
dt
dv
dt
E
B
(2.1)
= -E+-v x B
m m
= Eo sin(kx - wt):
= Bz
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
Substituting (2.3) and (2.4)
components we obtain:
in (2.2), and expressing vectors in terms of their
13
dv,
dt
dvy
dt
dv,
= Odt
= eEo sin(kx - wt) +
m
eB
- Va
m
eBo
-vy
m (2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
We can eliminate v to get a one dimensional equation of motion, with eBq = oO
the cyclotron frequency:
dvz
dt
dx
dt
eE sin(kx - wt) - wo2x
m
= V?
(2.8)
(2.9)
2.1.2 Normalization
The next step is to normalize the quantities into dimensionless variables. This is done
by the following substitutions:
wt - r
kx - q
kv.,
W -
-- W
w
With these substitutions, we have:
dq
d pr
dp
dr
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
where a = Ek is a measure of the magnitude of the electrostatic wave.
14
= -0,'q a sin( - )
2.1.3 The exact Hamiltonian
Equations (2.14) and (2.15), are derivable from the Hamiltonian:
H(q,p,r) = P + oq +a cos(q - r) (2.16)
2 2
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) then follow from Hamilton's equations:
dp OH
d7 ds q2217)
dq OH 
(218)di- OP
Let Ho(q, p, r) = + 02 g2 which is the Hamiltonian in the absence of the wave,
and HIl(q,p, r) = cos(q - r), then
H(q, p, r) = Ho(q, p, r) + aHE(q, p, 7) (2.19)
Ho(q,p, r) is familiar as the Hamiltionian of a harmonic motion and the second term
is the perturbation due to the wave field.
We can rewrite H(q,p,r) in action and angle variables (I and Ob) of Ho(q,pr)
where I is defined as:
I p dq - (2.20)
and I, is the corresponding angle variable. Using the definition of I and ,b, we obtain
the canonical transformation:
p = V~' ~W,, cos k{   ~cos4' (2.21){q = Vsin k
Transforming (2.16) by (2.21), we have our Hamiltonian in action and angle variables:
2IH(I, br) =Co + a cos( / sin b - ) (2.22)
To be able tisolate th  c ntribution feach yclo r harmonics, we use the
To be able to isolate the contribution of each cyclotron harmonics, we use the
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Bessel Fourier series:
00
n=-oo
where J(z) is Bessel function of the first kind with order n. Substituting (2.23) into
(2.22), we obtain:
H(I, , r) = JoI + E J( ) cos(V --r) (2.24)
n=-oo
Equation (2.24) is the exact Hamiltonian that we were after in this section. Notice
that (2.24) is a time dependent system with one action-angle pair of variables, what is
classified as a 12 degrees of freedom system. This is the minimum degrees of freedom
for a dynamic system to display stochasticity.
In the sections 2.2, we will develop a useful approximation to (2.24).
2.2 Approximate Hamiltonian in near-resonance
Define m and Am as:
- = m + Am (2.25)
,0
where m is an integer and IAml < 0.5. Near resonance occurs when lAml O 0. In
this case, the resonance term in the Hamiltonian in (2.24) will dominate over the
other terms. We isolate the resonance term out of the sum:
H(I, 1 r ) = C)oI+ aJ,( ) cOs (mOb-) + a J ( )cos(n0-rr) (2.26)
~Wo~ ~ n=--oo;n:m
We define
Ho(I, i/, 7) = 3joI + aJm( ) cos(m - r) (2.27)
¥wCo
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as the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
fI(I ,alp, ) = i Jn( 2i) cos(no - r) (2.28)
as the perturbation.
To further simplify (2.27), we introduce two new canonical variables I and q with:
I = MI
(2.29)
= MO-r
Then (2.27) becomes:
2m1
Ho(I, ) = (Jom - 1) + aJ( ) Cos (2.30)
and (2.28) becomes:
H(I,(,7) = Jn( )cos -(1-)7] (2.31)
At this point, we should notice that Ho has only one degree of freedom rather
than 1. As a result, the motion described by Ho is not stochastic. This implies that
Ho can represent an underlying non-chaotic dynamics and H1 can be taken as the
perturbation that may generate stochasticity. Further discussion of the behaviour of
Ho will be found in chapter 3.
17
Chapter 3
Behavior of the Underlying
Non-stochastic Motion
In section 2.2, we separated the Hamiltonian into a non-stochastic part (Ho) and a
perturbation that introduces the stochasticity (H1 ). Before we can go on to discuss the
stochasticity of the system, we should first understand the underlying non-stochastic
motion.
In this chapter, we will use a fixed point analysis to understand the behavior of
Ho0 .
3.1 Fixed Point Analysis
Fixed points are points at which the first derivatives with respect to time of the
variables are zero. There are two types of fixed points: elliptic and hyperbolic. Near
an elliptic fixed point, the phase space trajectories of particles are closed curves that
form islands. Trajectories of particles connected to a hyperbolic fixed point are called
separatrices. (Figure 3-1)
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Elliptic point Hyperbolic point
An island
Indicates the direction of motion
of a particle in phase space as
a function of time
Figure 3-1: Two types of fixed points
3.1.1 Solving for the fixed points of Ho
The equations of motion corresponding to (2.30) are:
d r _ g = aJm( )sin (3.1)
_ -=(tm 1)\ + gJ '( L)co ~s qd,  -- ( - r -aj02
The fixed points are obtained by setting (3.1) equal zero. The configuration of
the fixed points are simplest when the system is in resonance (3Zom = 1 or w = mwo).
After considering the resonance case, we can move on to near resonance case and
study what happens when we move away from resonance.
3.1.2 Resonance case
At resonance we have 3 0om = 1, hence we can rewrite (2.30) and (3.1) as:
Ho(i, ) = CJ(2m ) cOs (3.2)
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dI aJ(V2m2) sin (3.3)d-
doi a 21 ( /\,) cos (3.4)
To solve for the fixed points, we set both (3.3) and (3.4) to zero. Thus for a # 0
and m 0 we are to solve:
sin Jm(V2 ) = 0 (3.5)
cos J(2m 2 ) = 0 (3.6)
From (3.5), we see that we can divide the problem into two sets of solutions, which
are given by:
sin = 0; Jm(2m2) 0 (3.7)
and
sin4 5 0; Jm(2i21) = 0 (3.8)
Stability analysis of trajectories of phase points near the fixed points and numerical
experiments both show that the set of solutions that correspond to (3.7) are elliptic
fixed points and those that correspoind to (3.8) are hyperbolic fixed points.
(a) Elliptic fixed points
The elliptic fixed points are given in (3.7). Since sin ~ = 0, the elliptic fixed points are
aligned along the vertical lines with 0 = 0 and = ir when they are displayed with I
against . Substituting = 0 or r into (3.6), we see that I coordinates corresponds
to the zeros of the derivative of the Bessel function.
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(b) Hyperbolic fixed points
The Hyperbolic fixed points are given by (3.8). Since, J(V 7) = 0, the hyperbolic
fixed points are aligned horizontally along I values givens by the zeros of the Bessel
functions. As Jm(7v2m ) = 0 implies that J,(V'2m2I) #~ 0, (3.6) then dictates that
cos = 0. Hence vertically the hyperbolic fixed points are along the 04 = r/2 and
4 = 3xr/2.
The position of fixed points for the case m = 5 is shown on figure 3-2.
3.1.3 Near resonance case
When w 4 mwo, the fixed points are given by the zeros of
solve (assume a # 0):
sin Jm(\2m 21)
m , 2m+(6m-) + M(2-i --C)os2&3OIco
(3.1). Hence we have to
= 0
= 0
(3.9)
(3.10)
For the sake of comparison with the resonance case, we rearrange these equations as:
(3.11)sinq$ Jm( 2m ) = 0
cos 4 Jm( 2mI = (1 - wom) 2c_
Cio a m
As in the resonance case, we divide up the discussion into elliptic and hyperbolic fixed
points as the elliptic points have sin 4 = 0 and the hyperbolic points Jm( 2) = 0.
(a) Elliptic fixed points
The positions of the elliptic fixed points are dictated by sin 4 = 0 which means that
they are aligned on 4' = 0 and 4' = 7r. As we move away from resonance, they can
only move in the vertical direction. For 4 = 0, the I coordinates of the fixed points
21
(3.12)
are given by:
* ( ) 17LO( (3.13)
and for 7 = r:
J 2m1) ( 0m - (3.14)W, a m
To get an intuitive feel for these equations, it is best to look at a graph. Figure
3-3 shows how (3.13) can be solved. In order to simplify discussion, I ignored the
dependence of the left hand side on wo and assume that 1/o,, - m. 1 The fixed
points occur at the intersection of the broken and the solid lines. As we can see, as
1/cJo moves away from resonance, the right hand side of (3.13) increases and causes
the fixed points to moves in pairs toward each other (except the lowest fixed point).
Eventually, a pair of fixed points will meet and then disappear. This process of
"annihilation" of fixed points occurs first in region of phase space with high I values.
As for the case of = r (equation (3.14)), the process is similar, except this
time the RHS becomes more negative as 1/Jo, moves away from resonance. The fixed
points migrates in the opposite direction as the = O0 case, and different pairs of
fixed points annihilate each other.
(b) Hyperbolic fixed points
The hyperbolic fixed points are given by Jm( ) = . Let = io for this case. As
Lio moves away from resonance, Io moves only very slightly, so the hyperbolic fixed
points move in a nearly horizontal direction.
Substitute in I = o in (3.12) and solving for , we have:
= fcos-1[ (1 - oj m) 2/] (mod 27r) (3.15)
aJ( 2mi) M (
At resonance 7 = r/2, 3r/2. As oj moves away from resonance, we see that the
1The solid line on figure 3-3 is J('m). The variation of the LHS of (3.13) with respect
to 1/wo will be slight horizontal stretching or compression. This will not modify the qualitative
discussion here.
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term in the square brackets in (3.15) starts to move toward +1 or -1 depending on
the sign of Jm( 2 ). Since the sign of Jm reverses for each successive zero of J,,
successive hyperbolic fix points will move in opposite directions. Since b is periodic
with period 2r, as the term in the square brackets approaches ±1, a hyperbolic fixed
point at b and its counterpart at - will approach each other, and will finally meet
and annihilate each other.
Combining the discussions on elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points, we can notice
that at certain values of wo, four fixed points (2 elliptic and 2 hyperbolic) will be very
close to each other. Such migration and crowding of fixed points will occur until w
move to a value at which all of them overlap and annihilate each other. By setting
cos b = +1 in (3.15) and comparing with (3.13) and (3.14), we can readily see that
all four points will meet at one point at annihilation.
3.2 Implication of the Fixed Point Analysis
The fixed point analysis reveals the behavior of the underlying non-stochastic motion.
Stochastic dynamics is introduced along the separatrices by perturbation. Hence the
fixed points, which define the positions of the separatrices and primary islands, tell
us where the stochasticity is going to set in.
3.2.1 The off-resonance parameter
Usually we quantify the concept "off-resonance" by the frequency mismatch. For
example, when the wave frequency is 5.1 times the cyclotron frequency(po - l = 5.1),
then we say we are off resonance by 0.1. Hence a possible "off-resonance parameter"
is Am defined in (2.25) as:
Hm = , - m (3.16)
However from the fixed point analysis, we see that the motion depends not only
on Am but also on a. In fact from the right hand sides of (3.13) and (3.14), we can
23
see that the positions of fixed points depend on a parameter of the form:
=(1 -Jom) (3.17)
a m am2
The last approximation is valid when m > Am which is usually the case because
lam < 0.51. We see that with and m constant, the positions of the fixed points
will also remain constant. In fact, we can make a stronger statement than this. With
m > Am such that m + Am ~ m, we can also approximate the argument of the
Bessel function in (2.30) as:
2m/
D o +/ 2Mi (3.18)
Hence Ho(f, ) becomes:
m + -mI0(I, X) + mXAI + aJm( m + cos
zI -am 1 + aJm,(2m1 )cos (3.19)
We see that Ho(I, 0) is proportional to a. This implies that as we increase oa while
keeping r constant, not only will the position of the fixed points remains the same,
but the particle trajectories in phase space will also remain largely the same. The
only difference is in the time it takes for a particle to travel along a trajectory.
24
KEY: Hyperbolic fixed point o Elliptic fixed point
0 n7/2 7r 3ir/2 27r
Figure 3-2: Fixed points with l/wJo = 5, a = 0.01.
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The solid line is the simplified LHS of the equation (see footnote under page 22), the
broken line is the RHS of the equation with 1/cJ, = 5.000, 5.005 and 5.010 respectively.
Figure 3-3: Graph showing how to solve (3.13).
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KEY: O> Hyperbolic fixed point
30
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10
0
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Figure 3-4: Fixed points with 1/w = 5.002, a = 0.01.
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Figure 3-5: Fixed points with 1/co, = 5.004, a = 0.01.
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Chapter 4
Width of Stochastic web:
on-resonance case
In chapter 3, we saw that on resonance, the fixed points form a square grid pattern.
In this case the sepaLatrices are connected to form a web. Theoretically, a particle
can move along a separatrix to anywhere on the web (figure 4-la). Practically this is
not possible for the unperturbed Ho, because the time it would take would be infinite
[Appendix A, (A.36)]. However with the H1 perturbation, there develops a stochastic
layer of finite width along the web so that diffusion from one separatrix to another
becomes possible (figure 4-lb).
In this chapter, we are interested in finding the width of the stochastic layer by
a stochastic criterion introduced by Zaslavsky [8]. We will be considering the case of
exactly on resonance, hence the Hamiltonian Ho in (2.30) becomes:
o(I, a)= Jm( X ) cos (4.1)
In order to simplify analytical work, a number of approximations will be made.
Such approximations are discussed in section 4.1. In section 4.2, we discribe the
formalism used to find the width of stochastic layer. Following sections will apply the
formalism to actually solve for the width of stochastic layer.
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(a) Diffusion not possible along
separatrix because it takes
infinite time
(b) Diffusion made possible by the introduction
of stochastic layer
Figure 4-1: How stochastic layer allows diffusion of particles from one separatrix to
another
4.1 Assumptions and approximations
4.1.1 Pertubation due to only neighboring harmonic terms
Let r = 21/i And we choose the perturbation to be only due to n = m ± 1 terms
in (2.31). Then our Hamiltonian is:
H = Ho+V
THo = aJ(r)cos 
1 V = aJ,+(r) cos[(1 +-) + r1+ aJ_(r) cos[(1 -m m 1 ) 7- ]m m
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
4.1.2 Dynamics of particles with large action (r > 1)
Assuming that we are looking at particles with large action, then we have I 1 1
r > 1. In this case, we can approximate the Bessel functions by:
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Figure 4-2: Definition of ro and r
Jn(r) ~ cos(r- n2 -) (4.5)
r 2 4
Let ro be at the value of r at an elliptic point. Then from the definition of elliptic
points we have:
J,'(r) = 0 (4.6)
Using (4.5) we have:
mi 7t
ro 2 - =0; 7r (4.7)
Let r = r- ro (figure 4-2). Using (4.5) we arrive at an approximation to the
Bessel functions:
hm e() ±o __ coso (4.8)
where or = l depends on the sign of cos(ro).
Rewriting (4.3) and (4.4) with (4.8), we have:
H0 = a -cosrcos (4.9)
V = -2ora ~ 2sin sin sin (4.10)
l ro m
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4.1.3 New approximate equations of motion and Hamilto-
nians
In addition to the approximations in 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we also rewrite I in term of F
and ro:
2m (4.11)I at H + 2m m
The transformation I - is canonical (shift by a constant) and will not change2m
the equations of motion. The equations of motion given by Ho are:
I - ; = af (4.12)
This can be rewritten in and :
r = aO ; _ m(4.13)
go agoo i
Let us define the new approximate Hamiltonian as H, (where the subscript w
denotes that it is the "web" Hamiltonian):
H, = w cos ~ cos (4.14)
where
w, = -Oa (4.15)
then we have:
r = - -w, cos , sin (4.16)
= w , sin cos q (4.17)
The variables and k form a convenient set of coordinates. Notice that H, is
symmetric in and 0. A web cell in this coordinate is shown on figure 4-3.
The relation between HI, and our old Ho is:
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............ - Separatrix
rr/2
D
Figure 4-3: A web cell in (,i) coordinate
H, = - Hfto (4.18)
0to
Since we have scaled our unperturbed Hamiltonian by - , we have to scale the
perturbation (4.10) by the same factor. Define perturbation:
(4.19)VW = - = 2w,, sin sin sin +
WO m
Notice that as we approach the separatrix, H, - 0. Hence the four sides of the
separatrix are given by:
cosr = 0 j f = q-2
cos 0 = 0 =: q = ± 2
as shown in figure 4-3
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4.1.4 summary
At this point, let us summarize the assumptions and approximations made.
* assume r > 1 and approximate Bessel functions by their large argument forms
* use r = r - r instead of I as the action coordinate, where r represents the
elliptic point
* scale Ho and V by -m to get H,, and V,,, the web Hamiltonian and its pertur-
bation
There are two more assumptions not made in this section but which will be used
later; they are:
* m>>l
* c is sufficiently small such that the width of stochastic layer is much smaller
than the dimensions of the web cell
4.2 Outlines of problem and solution
Our objective is to find the width of the stochastic layer. Essentially this entails
finding out which region of phase space is stochastic. When we look at a web cell, we
see that different values of H, gives different "concentric" trajectories of particles,
with H, = 0 corresponding to the separatrix. Here we attempt to find a value H,
such that trajectories with H, < H, will be stochastic. Then knowing H, will be
equivalent to finding the width of stochastic region. It is worth noting the true width
of a stochastic layer is actually given by 2H, because there are two cells contributing
to the layer.
Here are the steps towards finding H,.
1. Find the period of motion near the separatrix
2. Find the variation of energy with repect to time (d)d-r
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3. Integrate d to get a mapping
Ho7,n+l = Ho,. + Ho
rn+ = + Ar
4. Use the condition for stochasticity ([12] equations (3.1.17) (3.1.18)):
K-l rn+ 11>
to find H,.
4.2.1 The period of motion near the separatrix
The Hamiltonian H,, is closely related to the nonlinear oscillator. The properties of
the nonlinear oscillator are given in appendix A. The equations of motion (4.16) and
(4.17) can thus be solved exactly in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions. The solution
of (4.16) and (4.17) is found in Appendix (B), here we quote the results:
sin = sn(,(r - 0o); /C) (4.21)
sin = r cn(w(r -To); r) (4.22)dn(w,(r - ro); rA)
o= 2 (4.23)
W2
where To is the time when the particle pass through an arbitary reference point. From
Appendix A, the period of this motion is given by:
T(Hw) = 1-4K(K) (4.24)
W,
where K(X) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
We are interested in motion near the separatrix where H, -- 0, i.e. -+ 1. Using
an asymptotic approximation (A.36) for K(N) in (4.24), we have:
35
1
T(H, - 0) l41n 4 In1w.I (1 - /2I
4 In41w
Iw i, IHwl
(4.25)
(4.26)
As a side note, the period of motion near the elliptic point ( - 0) is:
T(H,,, - w,) = T, 
which is the period of small amplitude oscillations.
4.2.2 Finding Hw
We use Poisson brackets [16] to find Iw:
H = [H,,w,. (4.27)
Writing the bracket out explicitly:
aH6 aVw
0< 0r
a0H
'i
aV1V (4.28)
Using the expression for H, and V, from (4.14) and (4.10), we have:
= -,w, cos r sin b
ao
(4.29)
2ww cos i sin ' sin 
m
(4.30)
(4.31)= -ww sin cos q
= 2w sin r[cos 4 sin - sin + cos ]
m m m
- 2ww sin cos q sin +
m
(4.32)
(4.33)
The approximation in (4.33) is made under assumption m > 1. Putting these back
into (4.28), we have:
36
1Hw
avwV .
'go
A
H, = - 2w2 sin O+ (cos2 s s in 2 cos2 )
rn (4.34)
= 2w2 sin ' (cos 2 - cos 2)
4.2.3 The mapping for motion near the separatrix
By symmetry, we need to discuss only one side of the separatrix. Let us choose the
side labeled as DA in figure 4-3. Along DA:
7 = 2
= cos 2 = -1
=3 Hiw = 2w2 sin + (cos + 1)35)
= 4w% sin k+ cos2
Let us set r = r, at the middle of DA. Then rD = (time when the particle is at
D) = - T(Hw -, 0)/8 and A = mn + T(H, - 0)/8. We have then:
AH=JId=4WJ drsin cos2 2 (4.36)
From (4.21), using an asymptotic expansion of the Jacobian elliptic function [17,
table 16.6], we have:
sin tanh[2lw{I(r - r,)]
:: cos b 1 oh[21o |(,-,T)] (4.37)
For large m, we can ignore the +/m term within the sine term in the integrand of
(4.36). Also since cosh(21wol(T_.-)) decays rapidly, we can extend the limits of integra-
tion in (4.36) to ±oo. Hence we have:
dA H = 4@2J T csh [2lo | r-sin-t
cosh2[21WwI(r - n)]
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00 sin +
=4w,. dr m
w I cosh2 [21owlr]
oro sin -To~ + cos sin 
= -4wJ dr cosh [2w M (4.38)
-f . cosh2 [21wlr]
The contribution from the sin m cos TV term in the numerator is zero because it is anm m
odd function integrated from -oo to +oo. Hence we have:
AHw = 4w2(sin -) dr COS[ I
m -a0 cosh2[21W, r]
_r/m ,
= 8w2 (sin-) m
- w~nm ) [ 2(21ww 1)2 sinh[2 ]( ]
= (sin-'n)-i ' 1 (4.39)m msinh[-]
We have now AH,; we still need Ar. From (4.25):
Ar = T(H, - 0) =l1 1In WwI (4.40)
4 jww IHl
Hence the mapping near the separatrix is:
H,.,n+l = H, + (sin ir h[ i (4.41)
1 4Jwi
r,+ = rn + I-j in IHn+l 1 (4.42)
4.3 The stochasticity criterion
Define a parameter K:
K - I (4.43)
which measures the stretching of a small phase interval in the r direction. Recalling
that r is periodic, hence with K > 1, we expect the phase interval to stretch until it
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covers a complete period. After that mixing occurs and stochasticity is introduced.
[12, 18]
Hence we consider the stochasticity criterion as:
a6',+sK-I an_ -11 >1 1 (4.44)
Using (4.41) and (4.42), we can find K.
K 7,+1 11K Ij
I a(Ar)I
1 1 OH,,n+l
- I I H,,n+ 1 I m 8rn
-] cos --
-w ilHw,n+ll msinh[ ;m
1 ,r 1 rnCos - (4.45)
IW[lHw,n+ll'm: sinh[4 ] {cr s -M
Hence (4.44) gives:
1 i- 1Pw IH.Rn+l IM si+h[ | >_ IIH,n+l 1 ' 2s nH- IH (4.46)
- sinh[4m-~] -
The width of the stochastic layer will be 2H,.
For later reference, rewrite Hc in the original normalized coordinates. Using (4.15),
we have:
_ 1 r 1
a Hc = m2sinh[2
39
.3/2tjo VT 1
=- _ ofi; 1(4.47)
V2m a sinh["o
For sufficiently small a, we can use the approximation:
ex - e-X ex
sinh = e2 ( - oo) (4.48)
to obtain:
H, = 3 exp[- 0- (4.49)H, a a 4vrm2
We notice the dependency of Hc on a and r. Assuming the variation of H, is
dominated by the variation in the exponential part, we can see that:
* The width of stochastic layer increase with increasing a
* The width of stochastic layer decrease with increasing ro
Notice that in the mapping, we have assume that H,,+l - H,,,~. This approxi-
mation is valid because we have retricted ourselves to a region near the separatrix by
using the asymptotic approximate of the elliptic integral.
Numerical results will be presented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Stochasticity induced by
Secondary Island Overlap
The idea of island overlap as a mechanism of creating stochasticity was first introduced
by Chirikov. The basic idea behind island overlap is to find the separation between
islands and the width of the islands. If the sum of the half-width of neighboring islands
is larger than their separation, stochasticity occurs. A more detailed discussion on
Chirikov overlapping can be found in appendix C. Fukuyama [3] [4], applied this
overlapping criterion to the Hamiltonian system which we are studying.
5.1 Formulation of Hamiltonians
As in chapter 4, we assume here that we are on resonance with m > 1 and I > 1.
Using the same formulation as in section 4.1.3, we start with the unperturbed web
Hamiltonian:
Hw = w,cos cos (5.1)
where w, was defined in (4.15). However instead of picking only n = m ± 1 terms in
the perturbation Hi in (2.31) to obtain V in (4.4), we keep the complete sum, and
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scale it by the ratio between Ho and H,, , to obtain our perturbation:
H.1
Wo
m n
= a - JZ(r)cos[I[W nm m (5.2)m
Using the assymptotic expansion of the Bessel functions J, as in (4.5), we rewrite
H,1 as:
m 2
wo rr a-m
mo 00
w rrO 1=1
Cos(T - 2 4)cos[- - (1T 4 ra
{ cos(r (m + I)r
2
7r m+l
-4 )cos[ m -
m ]
-n),rrn
m+l(1- )r]
m
(m-l)ir ir m-I-
+ cos(r- 2 - )cos[ m -2 4 ° -(1 - )(]}m
where we paired up terms symmetric around m by using I = In-mt and approximated
r with r0.
Here we recall that for the elliptic fixed point rO - r _ = 0 or 7r from (4.5) -
(4.7). Then we have:
200
1iV7~o=1
+ cos(i + 2) col
oo 
cos( - i ) cos[4 +
2
3[0- 
m
h, 1(, + r)
= 2w , 1 cos cos cos 2 cos (0+ )
_- .- . I .( +T)
-sin sin 4 sin sm m (5.4)
where a = ±1 depending on the sign of cos r.l
'We have absorbed an extra minus sign in (4.15) into . Hence here w., = -a -m* 2;;
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Hwl
Hl m= t010o
W,
(5.3)
5.2 Action-angle Variables of Hw
Similar to the solution in (4.21) and (4.22), we have:
sin r = Ksn(w,r; .i) (5.5)
cos = dn(wr; ) (5.6)
sinq =; ) (5.7)
dn(w,r; K)
Cos - (5.8)
: 1 HW (5.9)
as the solution of equations of motion derived from H,. 2
To obtain the Chirikov overlap critierion, we need to express the unperturb Hamil-
tonian in action-angle coordinates. Recall that in Chapter 4 the Hamiltonian is de-
fined in and <I as:
H = Hw(, ) w+ H (i, , ,r) (5.10)
Here we want to express H as:
H = H,(J) + H,,(J,,ir) (5.11)
where the action J(Hw) and the angle (0, H,) are defined by:
J(Hu.) = 21 d (5.12)
0(0,Hw) = a jidO (5.13)
This definition is also shown figuratively on figure 5-1.
2We have interchanged F and , using the symmetry of H,
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/2
are =
.....................
2n J
Figure 5-1: Definition of J and 0 as action and angle variables of H,,
Carrying out the integration, we have:
(5.14)J(HI,)
0(, H.) (5.15)
2 rK x
= - =~K(r,)dr.
r F[sin- ( i_), )
2 K(^)
where F is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind[3].
Notice the dependence of J on H is implicit through ,E. Notice also that H is
independent of 0 and hence J is a constant with respect to time. On the other hand
d~ is given by:r
Substituting
dO 7r 8 -1 sin do
dr= 2 r.TOF sin K ; .ddr 2K(i)a0o ) di
(B.2) and the definition of F into (5.16), we obtain:
(5.16)
I i 1n sin41¢- r. sin 2 " sin
A/1 82 ink
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dO
dr
-
! ... i i- ' I
---
IK=1
J
:L-· ;'·'":·`(·'-·*:'
·GIi6
"'i
i ;-
,rx
I
-%/2
."1... . a.m. .a.. m..,
TK (.) 0 0 0
71r
2K(.)
7T
2K(c)
2K(n)
1 /2- sin2 4sin 1 (sin 4)]
, sm V ) Sw
W., /2 _ sin2 
(5.17)
Notice here dO(H ) = 2ir w(H,) where T(Hw) is the period of motion in (A.22).d-r T(H)-
5.3 Resonance Overlapping
To find out the occurances of resonance, we want to express the perturbation Hwl in
terms of a Fourier series in the angle variables, one of them is and the other is -.
We can do this if ignore the +/m terms in cos(l(O+ ) and sin((4+) in (5.4), assuming
the m > 1. With this assumption, we substitute (5.5) - (5.5) into (5.4) and Fourier
series expand the Jacobian elliptic functions to obtain [3, equation 5.61]:
H,, = E E Hl,(J)exp i[2(2s + 1)0 - (21+ l)r/m]
I=-00oo S=-
where
J) 27r a2s + 1
H(J) =w(-1)lK(n) 1 - a2(28+1)
-= xp rK(V- 2)]a = exp
K(r.)
From (5.18) we obtain the resonance condition:
2(2s + l)Q(J,,.) - (21 + 1)/m = 0
Assuming the order of the island s > 1, the separation between resonances in
frequency space ( space) is approximated by:
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(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
8n = In(J,)- IT W (5.22)
= JK2 ()(21+ 1)
Using (C.5), we obtain:
Af = 2 2H,(J1,) d(Ji- ) (5.23)
Finally, assuming (Q),, (At),_l, we obtain the stochastic parameter S:
S I=2' (5.24)
If S > 1, particles are expected to move stochastically.
The derivation of the expressions for Af and S is difficult and has not been carried
out in this thesis. Here we quote the expression obtained by Fukuyama [3, equation
5.65] [4, equation 14]:
16[E(.)- (1- 2 )K(K)] b
7rA22/j 1 - b2 (5.25)
where A = EZ- b = exp[-K(v/1- )/A] and E is the complete elliptic integral of
the second kind.
5.4 Discussion
When we study the dependency of S on , it obvious that S increases quickly as
X - 1, i.e. as we approach the separatrix. This is the expected result as we expect
stochasticity develops along the separatrix first.
The wave amplitude ca enters into S via w, which appears in both A and K.
Similarly ro also enters in through wv,. A careful look will discover that S increases
with increasing wa,, which gives us the expected result of increasing stochasticity with
increasing Ca and decreasing r0 .
Another interesting factor is the dependency of A on 1. Larger Jl gives the smaller
A and consequently smaller S. This suggests that the major contribution to stochas-
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ticity comes from terms with small 1. Recalling that Ill = n - ml, this means that
the terms in H1 that are closer to the resonance term (m-th term) are more effective
in introducing stochasticity.
Numerical experiments and results will be presented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Results
6.1 The motion of fixed points
This numerical experiment aims at verifying the annihilation of fixed points discussed
in Chapter 3 as well as giving the reader a rough idea of the "look-and-feel" of a phase
space plot.
The figures 6-1 to 6-4 shows the changes in particle trajectories when we move
away from a resonance (m = 5 in this case) while keeping a constant. In figure6-1
to 6-3, the values of Ci, and a are chosen to closely match that of figures 3-2, 3-4
and 3-5. Thus we can see the effects of the motion and the consequent clustering of
the fixed points on the particle trajectories. Readers can compare the position of the
fixed points in figures 3-2 to 3-5 with the positions of the islands in figures 6-1 to 6-3.
The separatrix web is not visible in figure 6-1, because a is too small to have ap-
preciable diffusion along the web. Notice also that when we are exactly on resonance,
all the particles are trapped. But when we move away from resonance, some of the
particles become untrapped or circulating. (Compare figure 6-1 with figure 6-2)
Figure 6-4 was added to show the phase space after some of the fixed points have
been annihilated. We see that the phase space can be divided roughly into 3 regions:
1. Low action - where the primary islands and separatrix structure still approxi-
mate the on-resonance case (I < 10 in figure 6-4)
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Figure 6-1: Phase space plot with 1/Co = 5.0 ,c = 0.01
2. High action - the fixed points have been destroyed. There are no more island-
separatrix structures ( > 15 in figure 6-4)
3. Transitional region - Here the fixed points are close to each other and the islands
are about to be destroyed (10 < < 15 in figure 6-4)
As we move away from a resonance, region 1 grows, region 3 moves down, and region
2 shrinks.
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Figure 6-2: Phase space plot with 1/wo, = 5.002 ,a = 0.01
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Figure 6-3: Phase space plot with 1/~o = 5.004 ,a = 0.01
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Figure 6-4: Phase space plot with l/&o = 5.006 ,a = 0.01
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6.2 Development of stochastic region along the
separatrix
In section 3.2, we defined the off-resonance parameter = . We claimed that
if we increase a and Am together proportionally such that is kept constant, the
non-stochastic background will remain largely the same. Hence the development of
stochasticity on top of the background becomes easier to observe. The following set
of figures (figures 6-5 to 6-8) verifies this claim.
Comparing figure 6-5, 6-6 and 6-7, we see that stochasticity develops along the
separatrix. The position of the stochastic area remains the same, only its width
increases with increasing a, verifying the claim made above.
In addition to that, we can observe that the stochastic region grows from low action
to high action. In figure 6-7 around 8 < I < 10, we see clearly the development of
secondary islands before stochasticity is introduced.
Notice also there is a gap separating two local stochastic region at around 4 <
I < 6. Fukuyama [3] observed that such boundaries of stochastic region correspond
to the trajectories with = 0. Hence the advancement of stochasticity hinges upon
the breaking of successive dny = 0 boundaries. (Compare figure 6-7 with figure 6-8)
To emphasize the importance of keeping constant, we include figure 6-9 where
we have increased the amplitude a from that of figure 6-5 to that of figure 6-7 while
keeping Am constant. We can see that figure 6-9 is very different from either figure
6-5 which has the same frequency or figure 6-7 which has the same amplitude.
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The crosses denote the positions of the initial conditions
Figure 6-5: Phase space plot with 1/o, = 5.01 ,a = 0.01
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Figure 6-8: Phase space plot with 1/wo = 5.16 ,a = 0.16
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Figure 6-10: Trajectories of particles motion described by H, with increasing r
6.3 Area of phase space enclosed by a unperturb
trajectory with constant HW
In section 5.2, we introduced the action and angle variables J and of H,,, in
which 27rJ equals the area enclose by the trajectory of particle with energy H,. Here
we want to find this area as a function of /c.
Figure 6-10 shows the trajectories of unperturbed particles in r, 0 space. It shows
only a quarter of the trajectory which is in the first quandrant, the complete trajectory
can be easily obtained by symmetry. The trajectories plotted have r. ranging from
0.1 to 0.9, in 0.1 increments and the outermost trajectory has r = 0.9999.
The area under these quarter trajectories are obtained by numerical integration.
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that is stochastic (normalized to the total area) against normalize
The total area enclosed (2rJ) is 4 times the quarter area. A plot of the total area
against is shown on figure 6-11. Notice that the total area approaches r2 as .
approachs 1.
6.4 Area of stochastic region predicted by Fukuyama
The condition of stochasticity derived in Chapter 5 is (5.25):
s = 16[E(K) - (1 - 2 )K(I)] b
7rA2 K2 V1 - 2 1- (6.1)
where A = 2, b = exp[-K(vl (Vf)/A]
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We solved the equation S = 1 for r. numerically with A ranging from 0.15 to 0.8.
For A < 0.15 the stochastic region is so small that it is difficult to trace numerically.
Region with A > 0.8 is not meaningful becuase the stochastic region is so wide
that some of the approximations behind (5.25) no longer hold. For instance we have
assumed the order of the islands s > 1, but for the area near the elliptic point the
order of the islands is small.
We then use the result in section 6.3 to find the area (2rJ) enclosed by the
unperturb trajectory corresponding to the values of x obtained. We assume this area
will be approximately equal to that of the non-stochastic region. Hence we define the
stochastic area normalized to the total area Sk as:
27rJSk 1- ir 2 (6.2)
The plot of the stochastic area Sk against A is shown in figure 6-12.
6.5 Phase space plots of on-resonance case
Figure 6-14 shows the phase space plot of a high harmonic (m = 30) case. We
can see the structure of the web clearly. The web is thicker when r is small. Particles
diffuse from their initial position with 70 < r < 80 along the stochastic web leaving
"shadows" of the first order islands embedded in a stochastic sea.
A closer look (figure 6-14) reveals the complicated structures of secondary islands
forming along the primary islands. We can also see the overlapping of secondary
islands leading to stochasticity.
The next sequence of figures (figure 6-15 to 6-18) focuses on the web cell with
elliptic fixed point located at ro0 73.1, ~o = r, and the growth of the stochastic
region as a increases. We see that as a increases secondary islands are created
along successive inner trajectories. The secondary islands then overlap to create
stochasticity.
To quantitatively see the prediction of Fukuyama discussed in section 6.4, the
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The crosses denote the positions of the initial conditions
Figure 6-13: Phase space plot with 1/w, = 30 ,a = 0.007
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Figure 6-14: Phase space plot with 1/5o = 30 ,a = 0.007 magnifying the region
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Figure 6-15: Phase space plot with 1/Jo = 30 ,ca = 0.003
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Figure 6-16: Phase space plot with 1/o, = 30 ,a = 0.005
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value of such that the S = 1 in equation (6.1) is found numerically using the
substitution 1 = 0 i.e. A = w,. The boundary trajectory that corresponse to such r
is then plotted with broken line. We can see that the prediction of Fukuyama follows
reasonably closely with the numerical results although in this case the prediction is
an over-estimation of the stochastic region. The discrepancy between the Fukuyama
prediction and the numerical results arises mainly due to the elongation along the
r-direction of the web cell such that the web cell is no longer a r by 7r square.
Readers might wonder how the stochasticity criterion (4.47) applies to this sim-
ulation. The answer is (4.47) assumes that the width of the stochastic layer is thin
as we have used the asymptotic form of the elliptic functions in the derivation (see
(4.37) and (4.25)). Hence (4.47) is not applicable to this simulation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Research
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have studied the case of perpendicular propagation of electrostactic
waves in plasma immersed in a constant magnetic field. We have looked at both
on-resonance case and near-resonance case.
In the near-resonance case, we have analysed the motion of the fixed points of
the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho in Chapter 3. We saw that as we move away from
resonance, the fixed points move into clusters of four and finally annihilate each other.
As a result of the fixed point analysis, we arrived at a near-resonance parameter in
(3.17). In section 6.2, we verified the claim that by keeping 7 constant while changing
a, we can pinpoint the position of the stochastic region so as to focus only on the
change in its width with respect to various a's.
For the on-resonance case, we have studied two different conditions for stochastic-
ity. The Zaslavsky's approach was discussed in Chapter 4; the stochasticity condition
is given in equation (4.44), which is:
K- = I - 1> (7.1)
The Zaslavsky's stochasticity condition is a local condition which depends on the
fact that r is periodic. Because of the difficulty in analysis, only trajectories close to
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the separatrix are considered, and hence in our analysis the Zaslavsky's criterion is
not useful in predicting the onset of global stochasticity.
On the other hand the stochasticity condition discussed in Chapter 5 which de-
pends on the generation and overlap of secondary islands, can be applied to cases
where the width of stochastic web becomes comparable to the dimension of a web
cell. Thus, as seen in Chapter 6, this stochasticity condition is useful even in the case
when the width of the stochastic layer is comparable to the size of the web cell.
7.2 Future Research
7.2.1 On-resonance case
The discussion in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 assumes that m > 1 and ro > 1. One
might be interested to apply the result to low harmonics and low action (small m
and/or small r 0 > 1).
A specially interesting question is whether the stochastic region extends to zero
action. When we look at the Hamiltonians Ho and H1 (equations 2.27 and 2.28), we
see that Ho contains a Bessel function of order m. If m is large, the Bessel function
in Ho will have a region with low action that is approximately zero. On the other
hand H1 contains Bessel functions of small order (n - 1), hence the contribution of
H1 might be exceptionally large despite the fact that it is far away from resonance.
7.2.2 Near and Off-resonance cases
In the near-resonance case, we have shown that the phase space can be divide into
three regions (section 6.1). The onset of stochasticity in the region with low action
can be approximated by the on-resonance case. However in the regions with high
action that have no fixed points and the intermediate region that has fixed points
clustered together, the on-resonance analysis is not applicable. Fukuyama [3] pointed
out that the extent of the stochastic regions are bounded by trajectories with dn = 0.
However the analytical formulation of such boundaries and the criterion of breaking
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a boundary is not well developed.
The off-resonance case needs further attention and has not been treated in this
thesis.
7.2.3 Diffusion coefficient and other statistical properties
In this thesis, we have concentrated on the question: "where in phase space can a
particle diffuse to through the stochastic web?" There are other questions like "how
fast it will diffuse?" and "what is the probability distribution of particles along the
web?" that are not covered in this thesis. Since the immediate application of this
theory is in RF heating of high energy plasma in fusion research, knowing the diffusion
coefficient and other statistical properties of the system is also important.
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Appendix A
The Non-linear Oscillator
The non-linear oscillator is a well studied system in non-linear dynamics. It is also a
useful approximation to many non-linear system. In this appendix, we will go over
some well documented behavior of the non-linear oscillator that is used in this Thesis.
[12, 11, 18]
A.1 Hamiltonian and Equation of Motion
The equation of motion of a non-linear oscillator is:
+ wo sinx = 0 (A.1)
which is derivable from the Hamiltonian:
1.2 2H = -i WCos (A.2)
This represent the motion of a particle in a potential:
V = _W2 cos 2 (A.3)
The potential and phase portrait are shown in figure A-1. Notice that there are
two kinds of particles: trapped particles and untrapped particles. Trapped particles
are those which have H < w2 and untrapped particles have H > wo.
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Figure A-i: Potential and phase plane of a non-linear pendulum
The fixed points of the oscillator are given by:
=O
sin x = 0
Hence the fixed points are given by i, = 0; xo = nor where n is an integer.
figure A-1, it is obvious that even n correspond to elliptic fixed points and
correspond to hyperbolic fixed points.
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A.2 Solution in terms of Elliptic Integrals
We rearrange (A.2) to get:
dz 2 2(H + w2 cos x) (A.5)
or
/2dt H + cos (A.6)
where we choose + sign where the x > 0 and - sign for x < 0.
The solution of the equations of motion can be expressed in elliptic integrals.
Definition of the elliptic integrals can be found in [19]. We will consider the case of
trapped and untrapped particles separately.
A.2.1 Trapped particles
Turning points
Turning points are points at which x = 0. For a trapped particle in a nonlinear
oscillator, the turning points are given by:
H = _-2 COS Xtr (A.7)
which gives:
H Htr cos- ( )= +(Tr-cos- (- )) (A.8)
The motion of the particle is bounded by the two turning points in x direction.
We then separate the integration into four regions, as shown in figure A-2, assuming
that, without loss of generality, x = 0, x = 0 at t = 0.
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Region IV-
'- H 
Figure A-2: Trajectory of a trapped particle
Region I
Region I is categorized by x > 0 and x > 0. In this region, the integration in (A.6)
becomes:
v'Jdt =/ dx
H + Wo2 cos x
which gives:
wot = F(sin-'
4
w(1-cos x)
Wo+H , )
2wg
F(ok)= JW d,3
- k2 sin2
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(A.9)
where
(A.10)
and
(A.11)
(A.12)
-
-
-
I I K
is the elliptic integral of the first kind.
Substituting x = cos-l(-.) into (A.10), we obtain:
0 
wot = F(, ) = K(K)
2
(A.13)
where K(c) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
Region II
Region II is categorized by x > 0 and i < O0. In this region, the integration in (A.6)
becomes:
/jtdt = Ix -dx
atrlI H + w2 cos x
Using (A.13), we obtain:
wot = -F(sin - '
4
w(1 - cos X)Wo ( ¢os .) + 2K(.)
o2+H (A.15)
and setting x = 0, we obtain:
wot2 = 2K() (A.16)
Region III
Region III is categorized by x < 0 and x < O0. In this region, the integration in (A.6),
with the substitution y = -x, becomes:
,2 Ldt = f2 -dx _H + w2g cosx Jo dyH + wo cos y
which gives:
wo(t - t2) = F(sin- '
4
Cos(-X)] .,_ - ._l
4. -H I .L T+H Algat w(1 -cos) )W o2 + H '
or equivalently:
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(A.14)
(A.17)
(A.18)·r  L1 "
wot = F(sin- w°(1 - cos),) + 2K(r) (A.19)
W2 + H
and WOt3 = 3K(r)
Region IV
Region IV has x < 0 and i > 0. The corresponding integral and equaiton of motions
are:
V2jd = Jd (A.20)H + wo cos x -itl H + wo cos y
wot = -F(sin-l w(1 - cos) ) + (A.21)W0 +H ,
And finally, the peidod of a complete oscillation is:
Ttrapped = 4K(_) (A.22)
A.2.2 Untrapped particles
For untrapped particles, we divide the trajectory into two regions: -r < x < 0 and
7r > x > 0 (Figure A-3. Assuming that x = 0 when t = 0 and consider only i > 0.
(x < O0 case can be obtain trivially by symmetry.)
Notice that here H > w2.
Region I: -r < x < O0
In this region, the integral we have to evaluate to get the equation of motion is:
2 °/idt j dx y (A.23)t H+ w cos x H+wo co s y
From [19] and using (A.11), the equation of motion is:
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Figure A-3: Regions of integration for untrapped particles
1 xlWot =--F(-2' )
Putting in x = -r, we have:
1 1
wot = -- K()
Region II: x > 0
In this region, the integral is straight forward:
odt = H + w 2 cos x
which gives:
w = FWot =-F(, 21 )
Jb 2K
and:
i 1
wot2 = -K( )s I r
Combining region I and II, we obtain the period of motion of an untrapped particle:
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t=t t
! I
I
-I; X
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
I , ! | l l - >! 
IsVtIV·v. . ^
Tuntr.pped = t2 - tl = K() (A.29)
A.2.3 Relation of the solutions to Jacobian Elliptic Func-
tions
The solution of the Hamiltonian of the nonlinear oscillator can also be expressed in
terms of Jacobian Elliptic functions. Recall the definition of elliptic integral in (A.12).
We can consider the upper limit p of the integral u = f0 di2 as a function of
u, then we have:
sn(u, k) = sinp ; cn(u, k) = cos r (A.30)
where sn and cn are the sine-amplitude and cosine amplitude of Jacobian elliptic
functions. Readers can refer to [17], for a detail description of the Jacobian elliptic
functions.
A.3 Limiting Cases
There are two limiting cases: near an elliptic fixed point where the particle is deeply
trapped, and near a separatrix where a particle is in between untrapped and trapped
motion.
A.3.1 Near a elliptic fixed point
Near a elliptic fixed point, the nonlinear oscillator approximates a linear (simple
harmonic) oscillator with period:
2Tr
TH- e= 2-r (A.31)
Notice that the same result can be obtain by using the approximation to elliptic
integrals with K - 0.
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A.3.2 Near a separatrix
On a separatrix H = w0 ( = 1). Hence from (A.2), we have:
* = +2wo cos( ) (A.32)
Consider positive * only. Integrating this with initial condition t = ; x = 0 we
obtain:
wo t = In tan(4 + 4 ) (A.33)
Rearranging, we obtain:
x 1
cos o = sh (A.34)
2 cosh wot
or
2wo
X = coshwot (A.35)
cosh wot
Notice that on the separatrix the period goes to infinity, however using an asymp-
totic approximation to the elliptic integral ([17], equation 17.3.26), we can obtain:
4 4
T.- = -4 In (A.36)
wo -V1 J2
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Appendix B
Properties of Hw
B.1 Solution of equations of motion of Hw
The equations of motions of H. are (4.16) and (4.17).
(4.14):
To solve them, we rewrite
H = w cos cos 4
=> COS -- ...
W.u COS )
(B.1)
Combine this with (4.17):
= w sin i cos 
= WwCS cos 1- cos
,1, cos
2 4 w-
= wW,1 - sin2 )_ -
= ww nK2 - sin2 *
d- = -wn - sin2
H2Cw
W2
(B.2)
(B.3)
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Hence,
-
where
H2
K= 1-~ W (B.4)2W
Integrating B.3 we find:
dOj--- wv ,d = A, (- - r,) (B.5)
whr s i1 sin 2 = 
where r, is the time when the particle crosses the • = 0 axis.
From the definition of Jacobian elliptic functions [17, equations 16.1.3 - 16.1.5]:
1
sin 4 = sn(wK( - n); 1)
-= sn(ww(r - r.); a) (B.6)
which is (4.21). We use the property of the Jacobi elliptic functions together with
(4.17) to get (4.22):
sin =
w• cos •
wcos 
Ww COS2 
d (sin6)
ww(1 - sin •)
Kcn(( - rn))dn(ww(r - ))w
w[l - i 2 s 2(Ww(r - .))]
cn(W(r - r.))dn(w,(r -rn))W
dn2(w( - rn))
Kcn(ww(r-rn)) (B.7)
dn(ww(r - rn))
where we have omitted the modulus from the Jacobian elliptic functions to simplify
notation.
Hence we have obtain the solution of the equation of motion as written down in
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(4.21), (4.22) and (4.23).
B.2 Relation between H, with the nonlinear os-
cillator
H., is closely related to the nonlinear oscillator described in appendix A. To see this,
use (4.16) and (4.17) to obtain an expression for r:
r = -w cos r cosS O + w,, sin sin T
= -w2,(cos r sin o Cos2 4 + sin cos sin2 ) (B8)
(B.8)
= -w2 sin ~ cos f
2r= -2 sin 2f
This is the same as (A.1) with x = 2. Furthermore substitute x = 2r and (4.16)
into the Hamiltonian (A.2) to obtain:
H =2 (2r)2 _ w2 cos 2
= 2w2 cos2 F sin 2 -w (2 Cos2 - 1)
= 2w coS2 (sin2 - 1) + 
= -2W2 Cos2 cos2 + 2
Hn = -2H2 +ww (B.9)
where we have put the subscript nl to the Hamiltonian of the nonlinear oscillator to
avoid confusion.
If we substitute (B.9) into (4.23) and (A.11), we can see that the two definitions
of g are equivalent.
Since we have prove the equivalence of the two rc's, it follows that the period of
motion given by (A.22) gives the period quoted in (4.24).
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Appendix C
Chirikov Overlapping Criterion
Chirikov overlapping criterion and nonlinear resonance are discussed in [8, 15] and
many other references.
Consider a Hamiltonian system with 2 degrees of freedom.
H(11, I2, 01, 2) = Ho(Il, I2) + HI(Il,12 , 01 ,82) (c.1)
where I and 12 are action coordinates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho and 1
and 82 are the corresponding angle coordinates.
If we expand H1 in a Fourier series in 01 and 02, we have:
00oo oo00
H1(, 2,0 1, 2) = E E [Hm(I,I12)exp(im0i + in02)] (C.2)
m=-oo n=-oo
"Resonance" occurs for m = m, n = Ti, Ik = Ik (k = 1,2), such that:
iQl (I1, 2) + Anf2(I, I2 ) = 0 (C.3)
where
Qk = d- = oH (C.4)dt Ot
Consider the perturbation in I only. The trapping width of the island corre-
sponding to the resonance is [15]:
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(Al )Trapping = 2 EI n(.I, 12)1 (C.5)
Assume there is an adjecent resonance at (,i2). ie. there exists m = m, n = ,
such that:
Tl l(I1, 2) + ii (1, 2) = (C.6)
For simplicity, assume I2 = I2. Then define the separation between the resonances
6I as:
= II -ll (C.7)
The Chirikov overlap criterion is:
(At )Trapping + ( Trapping> I (.8)
or equivalently:
I ~A~r apping A Trapping' 2
S = [(AIl)TPPin + ii ] > (C.9)
(C.8) is known as the simple Chirikov overlap criterion because it considers only
primary island widths. "Higher order" resonance which creates high order islands
along the separatrix of the primary islands can also display overlaps. The discussion
of Chapter 5 is actually a case of secondary island overlap.
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Appendix D
Source code of the Numerical
Experiments
D.1 integrate.f
The original source code of "integrate.f" was provide by Dr. A. K. Ram under the
filename "web.f" upon which I made simplification by breaking up the generation of
the initial conditions from the integration. The program was compiled using CRAY
FORTRAN 77 (cf77) on the National Energy Research Supercomputer facility at
Livermore, CA (Internet address: nersc.gov).
The program reads in the configuration from the file "integrate.config" and the
initial conditions from "init.web". The method of integration used here is based
upon a 8th order Taylor series expansion of the equations of motion. The Taylor
series method is used partly because of its simplicity but mostly because of the speed
involved. The output of the file is in "traj.web". Both "init.web" and "traj.web" are
simple two column files with the columns being the q and p coordinates of a particle
as defined in (2.11) and (2.12).
The following is the source code of "integrate.f":
###################R OSCILLATOR PERTURBED BY ONE WAVE#################################
C ###### LINEAR OSCILLATOR PERTURBED BY ONE WAVE ########
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C####### (ALL THIS IS IN THE NORMALIZED SET OF COORDINATES) ########
c#############################################################i
C
C This program gets its input from file "init.web"
C which is a list of q against p.
C Usually it is created by the program "setup.f"
real q(1O1),p(101) o0
real arg(101),c(101),s(101),xi(101)
real ql(101),q2(101),q3(101),q4(101)
real q5(1O1),q6(101),q7(101),q8(101)
real pl(101),p2(l01),p3(lO1),p4(101)
real p5(l101),p6(O1),p7(1lO1),p8 (101)
C
C ............ normalized amplitude of the perturbing wave ............
C ............ oscillator frequency and the wave frequency .........
C...... (in the program the ratio of the two is taken since the ...... 20
C..... oscillator frequency is normalized to the wave frequency) .....
namelist /input/ eps,wosc,wwave
C ............... number of particles .................................
C............... number of steps in one two-pi period ................
C... number of time steps later when orbit values should be stored ...
C......... for surface of sections ntime should equal ndtpi2 .........
C ................ number of such orbits to be stored .................
namelist /info/ npart, ndtpi2,ntime,norb
30
C
C ...........nameof the input file.........
C ...........nameof the output file.....
open(3,file- ' integrate .conf ig ' )
read (3,input)
read (3,info)
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open (4,file=' init. web' )
open (7,file=' traj. web')
C
pi=3.141592653589793238462643
twopi=6.283185307179586476925287
C
C ................ normalized oscillator frequency ..................
wO=wosc/wwave
C
C ............... time step for each integration ...................
dt=twopi/float(ndtpi2)
C
C ........... parameters for the Taylor's series expansion ...........
C
co2=0.5
co3=1./6.
co4=1./24.
co5=1./120.
co6=1./720.
co7=1./5040.
co8=1./40320.
C
do 4 i=l,npart
read (4,*) q(i),p(i)
4 continue
C
C.......... all orbits have been set to start at time zero 
C
t=-dt
C
do 5 iorb=l,norb
C
do 6 itime=1,ntime
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40
50
60
70
Ct=t+dt
C
do 7 np=l,npart
C
qi(np)=p(np) 
80
C
arg(np)=amod(q(np)-t,twopi)
c(np)=eps*cos(arg(np))
s(np)=eps*sin(arg(np))
xi(np)=ql(np)-l.
C
pl(np)=-q(np)*wO**2+s(np)
C
q2(np)=pl(np)
p2(np)=-ql(np)*wO**2+c(np)*xi(np) 
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C
q3(np)=p2(np)
p3(np)=-q2(np)*wO**2-s(np)*xi(np)**2+
I% c(np)*q2(np)
C
q4(np)=p3(np)
p4(np)=-q3(np)*wO**2-c(np)*xi(np)**3-
% 3
.*q2(np)*s(np)*xi(np)+
% c(np)*q3(np)
C 
100
qS(np)=p4(np)
p5 (np)=-q4(np)*wO**2+s(np)*xi(np)**4-
% 6
.*c(np)*q2(np)*xi(np)**2-
% 4.*q3(np)*s(np)*xi(np)-
% 3
.*q2(np)**2*s(np)+
% c(np)*q4(np)
C
q6(np)=p5(np)
p6(np)=-q5(np)*wO**2+c(np)*xi(np)**5+
% l0.*q2(np)*s(np)*xi(np)**3- llo
90
% lO.*c(np)*q3(np)*xi(np)**2+
% (-1S.*c(np)*q2(np)**2-
% 5.*q4(np)*s(np))*xi(np)-
% l0.*q2(np)*q3(np)*s(np)+
% c(np)*q5(np)
C
q7(np)=p6(np)
p7(np)=-q6(np)*wO**2-s(np)*xi(np)**6+
% 15.*c(np)*q2(np)*xi(np)**4+
% 20.*q3 (np)*s(np)*xi(np)**3+ 120
% (45.*q2(np)**2*s(np)-
% i5.*c(np)*q4(np))*xi(np)**2+
% (-60.*c(np)*q2(np)*q3(np)-
% 6
.*qS(np)*s(np))*xi(np)-
% 15.*c(np)*q2(np)**3+
% (-15.*q2(np)*q4(np)-lO.*q3(np)**2)*
% s(np)+c(np)*q6(np)
C
q8(np)=p7 (np)
p8(np)=-q7(np)*wO**2-c(np)*xi(np)**7- 130
% 21.*q2(np)*s(np)*xi(np)**5+
% 3 5.*c(np)*q3(np)*xi(np)**4+
((105.*c(np)*q2(np)**2+
% 35 .*q4(np)*s(np))*xi(np)**3+
% (210.*q2(np)*q3(np)*s(np)-
% 21.*c(np)*q5(np))*xi(np)**2+
% (105.*q2(np)**3*s(np)+
% (-105.*c(np)*q2(np)*q4(np)-
% 70.*c(np)*q3(np)**2)-
% 7.*q6(np)*s(np))*xi(np)- 140
% 105.*c(np)*q2(np)**2*q3(np)+
% (-21.*q2(np)*qS(np)-35.*q3(np)*q4(np))*
% s(np)+c(np)*q7(np)
C
q(np)=q(np)+qi(np)*dt+
% co2 *q2 (np)*dt**2+co3*q3(np)*dt**3+
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%/, co4*q4(np)*dt**4+co5*q5(np)*dt**5+
@% co6*q6 (np) *dt**6+co7*q7 (np)*dt**7+
% co8*q8(np)*dt**8
p(np)=p(np)+pl(np)*dt+ 150
co2*p2(np)*dt**2+co3*p3 (np)*dt**3+
% co4*p4(np)*dt**4+co5*pS(np)*dt**5+
% co6*p6(np)*dt**6+co7*p7(np)*dt**7+
S% co8*p8(np)*dt**8
C
7 continue
C
6 continue
C
do 9 i=,npart 160
write (7,103) q(i),p(i)
9 continue
C
S continue
C
103 format(2gi8.10)
C
stop
end
D.2 setup.f
"setup.f" is to be used in conjunction with "integrate.f". "setup.f" creates the file
"init.web" which contains the initial conditions for "integrate.f". The initial condi-
tions are arranged to be in a square pattern in (,I) coordinate. The configuration
file "config.web" contains the configuration of the initial conditions and includes: the
wave amplitude (a which is stored in eps), the wave frequency and the cyclotron
frequency, the number of particles and their positions in I and ,b coordinates. The
square pattern of particles in (, I) are then converted into (q, p) coordinates and
stored in "init.web".
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The following is the source code of "setup.f":
c###########################################################?
C####### LINEAR OSCILLATOR PERTURBED BY ONE WAVE #######
C####### (ALL THIS IS IN THE NORMALIZED SET OF COORDINATES) ########
C####i~~ ### Setting up of initial conditions ########
C#########################################################
C This program takes in a file "config.veb" which contains the infomation
C of the initial conditions of the set of particles.
C its outpus a file of initial conditions of the particles in p-q coordinates.
10
C Maximum number of particle it can track = 101
real q(101), p(101)
C
C ............ normalized amplitude of the perturbing wave ............
C .......... oscillator frequency and the wave frequency .........
C...... (in the program the ratio of the two is taken since the ......
C..... oscillator frequency is normalized to the wave frequency) .....
namelist /wave/ eps,wosc,wwave 20
C
C...... initial action of these particles; step-size in action .......
C ................ number of step-sizes in action ...................
namelist /acti/ act,dact,nact
C
C...... initial angle (normalized to 2*pi); step-size in angle .......
C................ (so this angle is between 0 and 1) .................
C...... number of step-sizes in angle (this is for each action) ......
C.. thus the number of particles (initial conditions) is nang*npart ..
namelist /phas/ ang,dang,nang o -
open(3, file='conig.web')
read (3,wave)
read (3,acti)
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read (3,phas)
read (3,outfile)
open(4, file ='init.web', form = 'formatted')
C......... total number of particles (or initial conditions) ......... 40
npart=nact*nang
C
pi=3.141592653589793238462643
twopi=6.283185307179586476925287
C
C.................. normalized oscillator frequency ..................
wO=wosc/wwave
C 50
C....... converting the input action and angle data into (q,p) .......
ipart=O
do nacton=1,nact
action=act+float(nacton-1)*dact
do 2 nangle=1,nang
angle=(ang+float(nangle-l1)*dang)*twopi
ipart=ipart+l
q(ipart)=sqrt(action/wO)*sin(angle)
p(ipart)=sqrt(action*wO)*cos(angle)
2 continue 6so
1 continue
C
C ........ save them
do 3 i=1,npart
write (4,*) i,q(i),p(i)
3 continue
stop 70
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end
D.3 wintegrate.f
"wintegrate.f" is the same as "integrate.f" except the output of "wintegrate.f" is
customerized to plotting on the (, I) plane so that only points in the 0 < b < 27r
interval are saved. This is particularly useful in the case of high harmonics. With
high harmonics (large m), since hi = m+, the particles span many 2r periods in .
Since the motion is approximately periodic in 01, only one 2r period in b is needed.
It is a waste of disk space and time to save points that are not going to be plotted.
Hence "wintegrate.f" was written to filter out the unneeded points.
"wintegrate.f" is listed below:
c############################################################
C####### LINEAR OSCILLATOR PERTURBED BY ONE WAVE ########
C####### (ALL THIS IS IN THE NORMALIZED SET OF COORDINATES) ########
c###########################################################
C This program is essentially the same as "integrate.f" except it is
C customized to produce files that contains only point that will be
C plotted on a r vs phi plot. So that the size of the output file is
C smaller
10
real q(1O1),p(101)
real arg(101),c(101),s(101),xi(101)
real ql(101),q2(101),q3(101),q4(101)
real q5(101),q6(101),q7(101),q8(101)
real pl(101),p2(101),p3(101),p4 (101)
real p5(101),p6(101),p7(101),p8(101)
real ang(101)
C
1The unperturbed Hamiltonian is periodic in both b and ib. The perturbation is periodic in b
only
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C ............ normalized amplitude of the perturbing wave ............ 20
C........... oscillator frequency and the wave frequency .........
C...... (in the program the ratio of the two is taken since the ......
C..... oscillator frequency is normalized to the wave frequency) .....
namelist /input/ eps,wosc,wwave
C
C ............... number of steps in one two-pi period ................
C... number of time steps later when orbit values should be stored ...
C......... for surface of sections ntime should equal ndtpi2 .........
C ................ number of such orbits to be stored ................. 30
namelist /info/ npart, ndtpi2,ntime,norb
C
C ...........nameof the input file.........
C ...........nameof the output file.....
open(3,file= ' integrate. conf ig' )
read (3,input)
read (3,info)
40
open (4,file=' init.web')
open (7,file=' traj.web')
C
pi=3.141592653589793238462643
twopi=6.283185307179586476925287
C
C ............... normalized oscillator frequency ..................
wO=wosc/wwave
so
C
C ............... time step for each integration ............
dt=twopi/float(ndtpi2)
C
C ........... parameters for the Taylor's series expansion ............
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Cco2=0.5
co3=1./6.
co4=1./24.
co5=1./120.
co6=1./720.
co7=1./5040.
co8=1./40320.
C
do 4 i=l,npart
read (4,*) q(i),p(i)
4 continue
C
C.......... all orbits have been set to start at time zero 
C
t=-dt
C
do 5 iorb=l,norb
C
do 6 itime=l,ntime
C
t=t+dt
C
do 7 np=l,npart
C
qi(np)=p(np)
C
arg(np)=amod(q(np)-t,twopi)
c(np)=eps*cos(arg(np))
s(np)=eps*sin(arg(np))
xi(np)=q(np)-1.
C
pi(np)=-q(np)*wO**2+s(np)
C
q2 (np) =p (np)
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60
70
80
90
p2(np)=-ql(np)*wO**2+c(np)*xi(np)
C
q3(np)=p2(np)
p3(np)=-q2(np)*wO**2-s(np)*xi(np)**2+
% c(np)*q2(np)
C
q4(np)=p3(np)
p4(np)=-q3(np)*wO**2-c(np)*xi(np)**3-
% 3
.*q2(np)*s(np)*xi(np)+ 100
c(np)*q3(np)
C
qS(np)=p4(np)
p5(np)=-q4(np)*wO**2+s(np)*xi(np)**4-
% 6
.*c(np)*q2(np)*xi(np)**2-
% 4
.*q3 (np)*s(np)*xi(np)-
% 3.*q2(np)**2*s(np)+
% c(np)*q4(np)
C
q6(np)=p5(np) 
110o
p6(np)=-q5(np)*wO**2+c(np)*xi(np)**5+
% 10.*q2(np)*s(np)*xi(np)**3-
% 10.*c(np)*q3(np)*xi(np)**2+
% (-15.*c(np)*q2(np)**2-
% 5.*q4(np)*s(np))*xi(np)-
/, 10.*q2(np)*q3(np)*s(np)+
% c(np)*q5(np)
C
q7(np)=p6(np)
p7(np)=-q6(np)*wO**2-s(np)*xi(np)**6+ 
120
% 15.*c(np)*q2(np)*xi(np)**4+
% 20.*q3(np)*s(np)*xi(np)**3+
% (45.*q2(np)**2*s(np)-
% 15.*c(np)*q4(np))*xi(np)**2+
% (-60.*c(np)*q2(np)*q3(np)-
% 
·
6
.*qS(np)*s(np))*xi(np)-
% 15.*c(np)*q2(np)**3+
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% (-15.*q2(np)*q4(np)-lO.*q3(np)**2)*
% s(np)+c(np)*q6(np)
C
130
q8(np)=p7(np)
p8(np)=-q7(np)*wO***xi(np)*xi(np)**7-
% 21.*q2 (np)*s(np)*xi(np)**5+
% 35.*c(np)*q3(np)*xi(np)**4+
% (105.*c(np)*q2(np)**2+
% 35.*q4(np)*s(np))*xi(np)**3+
% (210.*q2(np)*q3(np)*s(np)-
% 21.*c(np)*q5(np))*xi(np)**2+
% (105.*q2(np)**3*s(np)+
% (-105.*c(np)*q2(np)*q4(np)- 
140
% 70.*c(np)*q3(np)**2)-
% 7.*q6(np)*s(np))*xi(np)-
% 105.*c(np)*q2(np)**2*q3(np)+
% (-21.*q2(np)*q5(np)-35.*q3(np)*q4(np))*
% s(np)+c(np)*q7(np)
C
q(np)=q(np)+ql(np)*dt+
% co2*q2(np)*dt**2+co3*q3(np)*dt**3+
% co4*q4(np)*dt**4+coS*q5(np)*dt**5+
;% co6*q6(np)*dt**6+co7*q7(np)*dt**7+ 150
co8*q8(np)*dt**8
p(np)=p(np)+pl(np)*dt+
% co2*p2 (np)*dt**2+co3*p3(np)*dt**3+
% co4*p4(np)*dt**4+co5*p5(np)*dt**5+
% co6*p6(np)*dt**6+co7*p7(np)*dt**7+
% co8*p8(np)*dt**8
C
7 continue
C
6 continue
160
C
do 9 j=l,npart
if (p(j).eq.O.) then
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if (q(j).ge.O) then
ang(j)=0.5*pi
else
ang(j)=1.5*pi
end if
go to 10
end if 170
C
psi=atan(abs(wO*q(j) / (p(j))))
if (p(j).gt.O.) then
if (q(j).ge.O.) then
ang(j)=psi
else
ang(j)=twopi-psi
end if
else
if (q(j).ge.O.) then 180
ang(j)=pi-psi
else
ang(j)=pi+psi
end if
end if
C
C save only if the particle is visible. ie phi < 2pi
C which is ang(j) < 2pi/m = 2pi*wO
10 if (ang(j).le.twopi*wO) then
write (7,103) q(j),p(j) 190
end if
9 continue
C
5 continue
C
103 format(2gl8.10)
C
stop
end
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D.4 ipsiplot.m, jphiplot.m and rphiplot.m
Using "integrate.f" or "wintegrate.f" we obtained the data we need in (q,p) coordi-
nates. The next step will be to plot them. Matlab version 4.0 was used in plotting
on M.I.T. Project Athena. The datafiles are ported into Athena by "ftp".
Once the data is loaded into Matlab, a sequence of script files are used to plot
the data. "ipsiplot.m" convert the data from (q,p) to (I,kb) coordinate and plot the
data in (I, ,) coordinate. "jphiplot.m" can then take the output of "ipsiplot.m" and
convert the data from (I, ,b) to (I, q) coordinates and plot the data with 0 < b < 2r.
If desired, "rphiplot.m" can be used to find the r-coordinate and plot the data in
(r, 0Q) plane.
Additional manipulation of the graphs can be done by Matlab commands like
"hold" or "axis" (refer to Matlab Manual and on line help for more details.)
The scripts files are listed below:
D.4.1 ipsiplot.m
function [act, ang] = ipsiplot(traj,w)
p = traj(:,2);
q = traj(:,l);
c = i*sqrt(w)*q + p/sqrt(w);
ang = angle(c);
ang = ang + 2*pi*(angi0);
act = (abs(c).^2)/2;
pt = plot(ang,act,'. ');
set(pt, ' MarkerSize' ,3); to
D.4.2 jphiplot.m
function [itilde,phi] = jphiplot(act,ang,w)
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m = fix(1/w);
itilde = act/m;
phi = ang * m;
pt=plot(phi,itilde, '. ');
axis([0,2*pi,min(itilde),max(itilde)]);
set(pt, ' MarkerSize',2);
D.4.3 rphiplot.m
function r = rphiplot(j,phi,w)
m = fix(1/w);
r = sqrt((2*m/w).*j);
pt=plot(phi,r,' .');
axis([0,2*pi,mnin(r),max(r)]);
set(pt, ' MarkerSize',1);
D.5 fukusto.m, fukukappa.m, and rphiarea.m
These three Matlab script files are used to calculate the area enclose by a trajectory
and the stochastic area in sections 6.3 and 6.4.
"fukusto.m" is simply equation (5.25) written in Matlab format.
"fukukappa.m" takes in an array of values of A, solves the equation S = 1 using
the Matlab function "fsolve" with a initial guess of r. = 0.9, and outputs the values
of r. in an array.
"rphiarea.m" computes the area enclosed by a trajectory with energy given by .
It calculate first and as functions of time and then uses the trapezium rule of
numerical integration to sum the area of each rAqS strip. The integration is done only
for a quarter of the area and the final result is the sum multiplied by 4.
Readers might question the accuracy of using the trapezium rule of integration.
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The error in the trapezium rule is proportional to the second derivative (d2r/dq 2 ).
It happens that in our case, data points are concentrated in ach region with large
second derivative (the region near the conner). Hence the accuracy in this case is
very good even with such a simple integration technique.
These script files can be further vectorized to optimize performance. But since
the computation is not performance critical, the current form is kept for portability
to other languages (e.g. FORTRAN).
D.5.1 fukusto.m
function f = fukusto(kappa,a)
[ceil, cei2] = ellipke(kappa.*kappa);
fl = ellipke(1-kappa.*kappa);
b = exp(-fl./a);
f = 16*(cei2-(1-kappa.*kappa).*ceil).*b;
f = f./(pi.*a.*a.*kappa.*kappa.*sqrt(l-kappa.*kappa).*(1 -b.*b));
D.5.2 fukukappa.m
function k = fukukappa(a)
for i = l:size(a)
fun = sprintf('fukusto(x, %f) -1',a(i))
k(i) = fsolve(fun,0.9)
end
D.5.3 rphiarea.m
function ar = rphiarea(k,n)
for j = :size(k)
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period = ellipke(k(j)^2)
sum = O;
dt = period/n;
start = 1;
ro = 0;
phio=asin(k(j));
for i = :n 10
t=i*dt;
[sn,cn,dn] = ellipj(t,k(j)^2);
r = asin(k(j)*sn);
phi = asin(k(j)*cn/dn);
dphi = phio-phi;
sum = sum + (r+ro)*dphi/2;
ro = r;
phio=phi;
end
ar(j) = 4*sum 20
end
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